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PROGRESS IS HAPPENING AT
PREMIER
T I M  H U G H E S ,  C E O

 Time sure seems to fly by faster than

ever. It seems like we just finished up

with harvest but here we are anxiously

waiting on the rain to stop so we can

get the 2022 crop in the ground. Even

though we are a little behind schedule

because of the weather, we have a lot

to be thankful for. I spoke to a farmer

from central Nebraska recently. They

have been in a severe drought for six

months with no relief in sight. Most of

their land is irrigated but they are still in

bad shape. It looks like they’ll have a

very difficult year. Sure, we are a little

behind and it would be nice to see the

planters rolling but once they do, it

won’t take long. 

 Everyone at Premier is working hard to

get ready for that new crop to come in

this fall. 
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In Sidney we have a major facility

upgrade underway to our receiving

system. When finished, our ability to

accept grain will be more than twice

what we can dump today. It will be fast,

efficient, and safe. We are also in the

early stages of increasing our rail

capacity. This will allow us to get the

crop shipped out faster and open new

markets for your grain. We are working to

have the new receiving system partially

operational by harvest but cannot

guarantee that. Weather, supply issues,

and labor shortages have made projects

like this even more difficult to manage.

We should have everything completed in

early 2023 for sure. We will keep you

posted.

 We have several exciting projects happening

here at Premier. Some of them have started

and some are in the planning phase:
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In Royal we are well into the planning phase of some major upgrades to our shipping

and receiving ability. This project will be spread out over multiple years but when

completed is going to be a dramatic improvement to our operation in Royal. Our goal is

to start this undertaking in 2023.

Several of our locations will receive a scale automation system before fall. We added

this system at the Dewey facility last fall and were thrilled with the results. These

systems speed up the scaling process, reduce employee fatigue and improve accuracy.

Miller Station, Sidney, Thomasboro, and Royal will all have scale automation by fall.

Speaking of Miller Station, an outbound scale is being added and will be operational by

fall. This will speed up an already fast receiving system.

We are also focused on adding storage. A 300,000-bushel bin is under construction at

our Rossville facility and a large ground pile with a new receiving pit and leg is being

added in Royal. Both projects should be completed before harvest.

In addition to the items listed above, many other improvements are happening around

the company. Every year has a new challenge, and we are making sure your cooperative

is prepared to meet those challenges now and well into the future. It’s an exciting time

for Premier. If you would like to be more involved in your Coop, there are several ways

you can do this. We have an advisory committee that meets several times a year to

discuss projects like those above and other ways to improve the service and value we

bring to your farm. We have a nominating committee that meets once a year to provide

and review candidates for our board of directors. We also have an elected board of

directors. If any of these positions interest you, please call me for more details.

 On behalf of the tremendous group of employees we have here at Premier, thank you for

your support and patronage. We are here to serve you.

Dewey Locomotive Sidney Receiving Pit Excavation



HITTING OUR STRIDE
S H A W N  K I N K A D E ,  C F O

                                                                    Spring at the elevator typically means 

                                                                   break for our settlement staff, as

                                                                   planters head to the fields and markets

                                                                   anticipate planting progress reports. As

                                                                   we head into this spring, we have all

                                                                   grown accustom to this new era of

                                                                   volatility in the markets, that does not

                                                                   appear to have any breaks built in.

                                                                   Nonetheless, with old crop quantities in

                                                                   elevator storage dwindling, our

employees are happy to be preparing for the year to come. From a settlement

standpoint, our employees are now comfortable with the accounting software change

we had underwent and are now refining their skills and speed. There is a list of

improvements our software provider is working on developing before harvest, that we

believe will bring a smooth flow of business when it really counts this fall. Our

maintenance and IT staff are working hard to make sure nearly every location has an

outdoor ticket printer that gives customers the ability to stay on the move! Along with

ticket printers comes intercoms which give the ability to communicate with office staff

easily from the scale without giving sensitive information over CB radio or having to

walk inside, slowing the line. What we are perhaps most excited about is the

implementation of 15 video boards at our larger facilities that will communicate ticket

details to the truck driver, before leaving the inbound scale, thus allowing mistakes to

be caught and corrected before they occur. This was done at Dewey in 2021 and our

customers love it.

 RFID technology is also being implemented at Royal, Thomasboro, Sidney, and Miller

Station for this fall. This, too, was used at Dewey on over 12M bushels of grain

movement over the last 6 months with great success. It allows our full time employees

to spend more time with you, the customer, which we can all agree is a good thing. It

also allows for us to manage our labor efficiently, as it has grown increasingly difficult

to find part-time folks to help us during the fall. We are very excited to have you back

this fall but until then, we will keep plugging away at improving your cooperative each

day.



VOLATILE TIMES IN THE
PETROLEUM INDUSTRY
G A R R E T T  B R U N S ,  E N E R G Y  M A N A G E R

TAKING CARE OF
CUSTOMER'S NEEDS
H U N T E R  T W E E D Y ,  E N E R G Y  S A L E S  &

D E L I V E R Y

 The current environment that we are facing has been one of the most volatile times in the petroleum

industry that I have been involved in during my career. We have seen highs and lows that are

unprecedented over the last few years which makes trying to forecast very difficult if looking to attain

any amount of accuracy. With the current market supply shortfalls throughout the world fuel supply this

spring may have some hiccups and possibly throughout the year ahead. We are taking great measures to

try and protect customers from the volatility that we are experiencing. We have come up with some new

contract offerings along with our normal fixed price contracts to try and give more options to our

patrons. One other thing we can do is to make sure that we keep a very solid supply line for our fuel

purchases. 

 We are in the process of adding some additional sourcing opportunities. Along those same lines, we

know or have heard the supply chain issues in the ag input industry, and being a diesel exhaust fluid

provider, we are also affected. Urea is one of the main components of DEF and one that has started to

see some supply issues. We have heard the rumors of possible supply challenges in the DEF market. One

way to prevent any issues is to stay ahead of it by keeping your tanks full. That being said we think this

year is a good time to try and stay well-prepared. As soon as you would need Fuel/DEF/Oil give us a

call. With all that 2022 has thrown at us, our guys in the Energy department are looking forward to a

little weather cooperation in the next few weeks hopefully to get the spring season started and some

more fuel rolling out the door. 

 I’ve been with Premier Cooperative Energy for 2

years now and the growth that we have made in that

short 2 years since I began is outstanding. Last

Summer, we added a second driver in the South

region which has really helped with our efficiency

and also allowed us more time to put tanks together

and keep up with tank maintenance. Late last Fall, we

got our new 5,000 gallon Peterbuilt truck and it has

helped tremendously with being able to plan out

multiple stops on one load which helps us take care

of the customers needs that much quicker. I could not

ask for a better group of co-workers to work with,

everyone is always willing to lend a hand when

needed and we work very well together which makes

each and every work day go that much smoother. 



VOLATILITY &
UNCERTAINTY IN THE
GRAIN MARKETS
CONTINUE
D O U G  C R O P P ,  M E R C H A N D I S E R

 Ever since the fall of 2021 the grain markets have continued an upward

climb led by many factors.  Initially much of this price increase wasn’t

expected with trend line yields and large corn and soybean crops in the

U.S.  

Here are some of the reasons as to why the grains moved higher:

1. Strong demand for U.S. crops as exports to China, Mexico, Canada,

and other countries came to the market when prices were lower.

Canada had lowered crops due to drought, so their purchases of corn

are higher.

2. Domestic demand for feed, ethanol, and corn/soybean processing

has been strong. Ethanol and soybean meal exports have been strong

as well. Processor margins have been good as demand for these

products have increased with economies growing coming out of Covid.

3. Brazil experienced a drought over much of their soybean growing

season reducing the expected size of their soybean crop. This has

caused China and others to buy more U.S. supplies.

While these higher prices have increased the risk and costs associated with growing corn and soybeans, they have also

created great opportunities to contract and sell at some good profitable prices. We know there are good prices for the

2021 crop but also the 2022 crop to be sold this fall. Even more reason to have a diversified marketing plan.

One of the most difficult things to do in this type of high-priced environment is to market grain. It is very difficult to know

when to pull the trigger and to not miss out on opportunities. The concern is that a sale is made, and the price goes

higher and then you missed out on that higher price. One method that we have seen that works well is to take a scale up

sale approach and continue to reward the market as prices increase and make sales. Premier also offers many different

types of contracts that can lock in a floor and protect the downside and keep upside potential open. We also have daily

average pricing contracts that take some of the emotion out of the decision and work well in this environment.

We have a team of farm marketing specialists to help guide you as to what types of contracts can work best for your

operation. If you would like to learn more or have questions, we would be glad to have a conversation about your grain

marketing needs. 

4. Overall inflation concerns have led to higher priced commodities. This can be seen in the energy markets as well. Many

investors move to commodities as a hedge against inflation.

Higher prices and logistic issues increase Premier’s cost of handling grain

 Higher grain prices are a definite positive to the local economy and to grain farmers that do business with Premier

Cooperative. These higher prices and volatility do increase the costs associated with handling grain. Higher grain prices cost

more to hedge and to carry because of interest and shrink. Handling shrink costs are much greater at $7.00 corn than $4.00

corn. Margin calls on hedged grain have been extremely high and interest costs per bushel increase because of that.  While

these costs are part of the business, they can add up quickly with the volume that Premier handles.

 With the higher cost of carry and inverted grain markets, Premier has been working to move out grain as quickly as possible.

This has been more of a challenge this year with increased freight costs due to higher diesel fuel prices and the overall lack

of labor force to find available truck drivers. The railroads have struggled to keep up as well due to strong demand for rail

shipments and lack of employees to handle it. Railroad service has been dramatically slowed at some of our locations which

is causing delays on moving out grain. We have had loaded trains sit for well over a week at a time waiting to be moved by

the railroad. 

All these additional costs are ultimately passed along to the customer. We are aware of that at Premier and are working hard

to maximize efficiency and minimize these extra costs as much as possible. Unfortunately, it is inevitable that with inflation

and higher interest rates the cost of doing business has increased. As always, we appreciate your support of Premier

Cooperative.

Importance of a Marketing plan



WHAT PERCENT ARE
MOST FARMERS SOLD?
L A N E  A V E N A T T I ,  F A R M  M A R K E T I N G

S P E C I A L I S T

 I am the Farm Marketing Specialist for the Southwest Region. In addition to this task, I also help

in the Merchandising office when needed. After conversations with our shareholders and staff, I

have concluded that one of the most asked questions companywide is "What percent are most

farmers sold?". My portion of the newsletter will be covering just that. 

 First, let's look at old crop. After adding what is left on open storage, priced later, basis, and

estimating on-farm storage, we can determine the percent priced. We believe that the

percentage priced for last year's corn is 90%, while beans are 92%. This makes sense given that

we reached $17.00 for beans and the high end of $8 for corn. Most farmers that have grain

remaining are down to their proverbial gambling bushels. As prices continue to climb, we will see

more bushels sold.

 The new crop's percent sold is as expected. We will first look at each region's percent sold. Each

region differs in percent sold and this can be attrbuted to the aggressiveness for making sales

ahead for each customer base. The first region is the Southwest, which includes Ivesdale, Sadorus,

Miller Station, Tolono, and Galesville. After including cash contracts, HTAs, and specialty contracts

this region sits at 20% sold on new crop corn and 24% on new crop beans. The Southeast, which

includes Sidney, Jamaica, Indianola, Fulls, and Broadlands, is at 22% sold on corn and 23% on

beans. The Northwest made up of Dewey, Thomasboro, and Elliott is 21% sold on corn and 28% on

beans. Lastly, the Northeast, including Royal, Dillsburg, Gifford, Collison, Ellis, Rossville, and Reilly,

sits at 17% on corn and 31% on beans. These numbers put the company-wide percent sold at 20%

on corn and 27% on beans. These numbers are logical given that we have seen $7+ corn and $15+

beans. It is hard to pass up profitable sales when looking at the ever-increasing input cost. The

average price across the company is $5.76 for corn and $13.25 for beans. We will see the percent

sold increase as this crop year progresses. Hopefully, we can see average prices climb as well.

Thank you for your business and I hope you all have a safe and non-stressful planting season!



MEET OUR AGVANCE
ADVOCATE
D E N I S E  J A M E S ,  A G V A N C E  L E A D

As Agvance lead, my

main job is to be an

advocate for all

employees with Agvance

related topics. They can

come to me with any

questions or issues they

have, and I will answer

them if able and if not, I

will go to our Agvance

advocate and try to get

answers. The goal of

this is to make sure that

all employees have

someone to go to

without overwhelming

Agvance support with 10

calls or emails on the

same subject. In

addition, I will be part

of the team that

advocates for things in

Agvance that we feel

are missing or could be

changed to work better

for our employees and

customers.

I will also be working on

formulating step-by-

step instructoins for

tasks in Agvance that

everyone will be

expected to use so that

customers will receive

uniform experiences and

paperwork regardless of

which location they are

at. 

 I will also do training

with anyone who needs

it and can drive to any

location that needs me

to help someone.

Part of this job also is

that I am tasked to spot

check contracts,

settlements, and other

things to check for

accuracy and following

of SOP’s. Please know

that I am not looking

over your shoulders to

“catch” anyone. I want

to help everyone to do

things the way the SOPs

require and to make

sure that everyone

knows that if I do find

an issue what the issue

is and how to address it.

In addition I am also the

person you would go to

with any questions

about NGMO’s as I

retained all the NGMO

work when I changed

positions.

IMPROVING OUR SECURITY
POSTURE
I T  T E A M

 At Premier Cooperative, we take cybersecurity

very seriously. Our security posture is improving

every week to meet the highest standards set in

the industry. With cyber-attacks becoming more

prevalent in the Ag sector, it is imperative that we

continue to reevaluate our security policies and

procedures. The security and integrity of our

customers’ and company data is of utmost

importance so we are doing everything possible

to make sure that nothing compromises that while

still allowing day to day operations to continue

unhindered. We have implemented many controls

that will reduce if not completely stop any breach

that may occur. In the event of a breach and/or

data loss, we keep regular backups that are kept

in multiple secure locations. The tools we use are

cutting edge and some of the highest rated in the

industry so we feel that we are very well

protected and prepared.



DON'T FORGET TO
DOWNLOAD OUR APP!
AVAILABLE ON THE WEB AND IN YOUR

PHONE'S APP STORE

Keep tabs on your grain

and fuel account by

downloading the

Premier Cooperative

app. Available for both

Android and iOS

systems. A web version

is also available and

you can login from our

website:

www.premiercooperativ

e.net

Functionality is

constantly being added

to the app. Track your

bushels, run delivery

reports, check your fuel

invoices and more!

Need help getting set

up? Contact your Farm

Marketing Specialist or

settling location to

activate your account!


